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It is generally accepted that the ability to track some fraction of the

charged particles produced in heavy ion collisions is very desirable. At a

very minimum, one must detect the occurance of multiple interactions in a

single crossing. The very tight beam structure at RHIC does not favor time

separation, so the location of separate vertices seems the best solution.

We have explored the limits of tracking large numbers of cracks in a

solid angle approaching 4TT. As a model detector we considered a 2.5 m

radius TPC, a true 3D tracking device. In order to estimate the particle

density of a function of production angle we used five Hijet Au-Au central

events to deduce the particle density distribution as a function of polar

angle. An important feature of a tracking detector is the effective "pixel"

size - the area within which two tracks cannot be resolved. In a TPC with

multistep avalanche chamber readout this is approximately 3 mm x 3 mm or

- 0.1 cm . Using this pixel size we have calculated the radius at which

the number of particles/pixel is 0.01 and 0.1. This is shown in Fig. 1 as a

function of angle. With the exception of the region very near the beam we do

not expect these distributions to change very much with the application of a

low (~ 0.5 tesla) magnetic field. While the actual reconstruction effi-

ciency will depend on the fine details of the apparatus and reconstruction

program, we feel that the 1% fill fraction is safe for efficiencies in the
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80-90% region (as typically achieved at the CERN pp collider). Perhaps a 10%

fill fraction is excessive. Figure 2 gives the locus of points where the

track density is 0.01/pixel and 0.I/pixel superimposed on a 2.5 m radius

detector. The angle corresponding to a pseudorapidity, n » 3, is also

shown. The surfaces are nearly cylindrical and, in fact would be cylinders

for dN/dn * constant. Based on the IZ fill fraction, we feel that tracking

is feasible out to - Inl - - 3, and, of course, can be extended to larger n

by positioning detectors further from the intersection. We note that in the

Hijet event - 75% of the particles produced are in the range In| < 3.
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